FYAO HELD ON MARCH 14TH
The annual “Freeze your Ailerons Off” (FYAO) was
held at the field on Saturday, March 14th. It was a beautiful,
warm day — no snow and 70 degrees — making for a
good turnout, including three of our frequent flyers, shown
below! And, as always, there was lots of good food too, to
round out a great day.

Ray Grabowski

Blake Von Haden
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TWO SOPWITH CAMELS AT THE MARCH MEETING
The last Grassfield meeting was held at the Osseo Community Center on March 13th. Richard Steine and Al Schwartz both
brought their Sopwith Camels, which they built from Balsa USA kits. Both planes are also powered by 38 cc gas 4-stroke engines.
Richard Steine built his
Sopwith Camel in a couple of
months. He said the kit
went together fast and was
fun to build.
He covered the plane with
Solartex and used Rust-oleum®
camouflage paint, choosing
the green for the top of the
plane and a cream color for
the bottom. Richard said the
Rustoleum covered well with
just one coat, and he was
able to rub it with his hand
to make the ribs stand out.
Richard then used a clear
aluminum paint for the cowl,
but that took seven or eight
coats! He reinforced the cowl,
using 5 oz. fiberglass with
carbon, which added weight
to the nose of the plane. And he still has to add even more weight to balance the plane.
Richard went to “Banners to Go!” for the graphics and was able to get the “S” and the numbers for about $15.00. He ordered
the roundels from Balsa USA. They were hard to stick down, so he used the heat from an iron to help them adhere. He then
sprayed the whole plane with a matte clear paint, which he purchased from Michaels.
The guns that Richard chose are Williams Brothers kits, which he put together in about 10 minutes. To give the guns’ black
plastic the look of metal, he used a tube of paint from Michaels, rubbing it on the guns for a burnished effect. The plane’s
propeller is a 20 x 8 Xoar, and the German pilot is from Williams Brothers. His plane weighs about 17 pounds.
Al Schwartz said there were
6,000 Sopwith Camels in
World War I, which came
from the factory painted
either brown or green. While
Richard chose green for his
Sopwith Camel, Al chose a
Rust-oleum® brown paint,
using a semigloss linen color
for the bottom. Both planes
show off authentic Sopwith
Camel paint schemes.
Before painting it, Al
covered the whole plane with
a natural Solartex. He used
Coverite™ for the graphics
markings, which he cut out
himself.
Al used magnets to lock the
machine guns in place.
The ignition that comes with the engine is a 9-volt system. Al put in a Lipo cell battery, which goes directly to the ignition,
and he got a regulator for the receiver, so one battery runs everything in the plane.
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DEL BERRYMAN’S DISCUSSION OF THE BLADE QX3 QUADCOPTER
Del Berryman shared his experiences with the Blade 350 QX3
quadcopter, the latest version by Horizon Hobby. Del’s quad is
equipped with a CGO2 camera, which takes video with
remarkable clarity.
The quad comes with several unique features programmed into it.
For example, when the quad is set to the “SAFE® mode” (“Sensor
Assisted Flight Envelope” mode), it will fly toward you when you
pull the stick back, regardless of the position it is facing in the air.
Also in the SAFE mode, there is a “geo-fence”, which is designed
to prevent the quad from flying beyond a certain distance and
height. When the quad reaches the “fence”, it will not fly any
further, unless you have programmed it to override this feature.
In the “Aerial Photography mode”, or “AP mode”, if you pull the
stick back, the quad will fly in the direction it is facing. When you
set the quad to the “Return Home” mode, the quad will come
back to you, just as if it were in auto-pilot. Other modes that are
available include the agility and stability modes, which are
designed for aerobatic flying.
Some people claim to have had problems with their quadcopter
flying away uncontrolled. Del believes these are frequently
inexperienced pilots. Other flyers have said that their quads simply
shut down on them. The quads do have built-in heat sensors in
the MOSFETs, which are designed to shut down when the quad
overheats. This can occur if you fly for long periods at high
ambient temperatures or if you hover in one spot for a long time.
When the heat sensors shut down, the quadcopter becomes
uncontrollable, like when a receiver shuts down on a model plane.
In an effort to prevent overheating, Del put cooling shields on all
the MOSFETs. He also drilled ¼” holes in the air frame to allow
more inner cooling.
So far, Del has found that his quad is performing like it should.
And he has had a lot of fun flying it.
Dan Natale (far left)
also brought his Blade
350 QX3 to the meeting.
He has a FPV (First
Person View) fatshark
system with a 7.4” LED
monitor screen. Dan
can glance down at the
screen to see what the
camera sees and still
keep the quadcopter in
his line of sight.
Dan also uses a DX-9
radio tray (blue) which
allows him to strap the
radio around his neck,
resting his wrists and
supporting the radio
across his torso while
he flies.
Dan has the same CGO2
camera that Del has for
his 350 QX3.
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Pat Redig (at right)
demonstrated how he
makes skis for his
planes, using layers of
plastic and fiberglass
cloth and adhering the
layers together with a
30-minute epoxy.
Having first tried to
make skis from plastic,
then trying plywood, he
has found that the
layers of plastic with
the fiberglass cloth work
best. Pat uses plastic
for the first layer,
followed by three
layers of the fiberglass
cloth, then another
layer of plastic on top.
Pat said he purchased
the plane he brought to
the meeting in 1980.
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PHIL ZUIDEMA’S AUNT GRACE

BUILDERS’ SHOW ENTRY RULES

In the December, 2014, issue of The Clippings, Phil
Zuidema’s Christmas story, “Surprise Christmas,” was
based partly on true events. What he didn’t share with us
at that time is that Grace, the main character in the story,
was actually his Aunt Grace. As Phil had portrayed her in
his Christmas story, she worked on F4U Corsair engines
during World War II. The bio of Aunt Grace that follows
was written by her daughter, Barbie. As you can tell by
reading the bio, Grace was quite a lady.
GRACE LOU HUNT (1917-2005)
Mom enlisted in the US Marine Corps in September of
1943. Her family was not thrilled, because at that time
“nice girls” didn’t go into the service. She did her basic
training at Camp Lejeun, New River, North Carolina. She
graduated as an Aviation Machinist on August 5, 1944, in
Norman, Oklahoma. She was then assigned to Cherry
Point, North Carolina, where she worked on F4U Corsair
engines and rudders. She was the smallest one in her outfit,
so she would have to crawl way back into the rudder
compartment and fix the wire going from the rudder to the
controls. Her nickname was “Baby Duck”, because she
was so small and could fit into almost any place in an
airplane. She was honorably discharged in 1945.
A memory she told us about was her first Christmas away
from home. She was assigned guard duty on Christmas
Eve. It was rainy, miserable and cold, and she was the
loneliest she had ever been in her entire life. Being a Marine
was one of the things she was the proudest of. If you asked
her if she was in the service, she would say, “I was a Marine!”
After the war, she worked at Braniff Airlines in the
communication office in Texas and also volunteered at a
VA hospital. She showed movies to the patients. Our dad
was one of the patients, and he winked at her. She ignored
him. Then he followed her around from room to
room. After dating for about a week and a half, he asked
her if she wanted to get married. She said, “Yes.” He said,
“When?” She said she wasn’t busy on Saturday. So they
got married on June 2, 1952, by the justice of the peace in
Wichita Falls, Texas, two weeks after they met! They went
fishing on their honeymoon. They were married for 32
years until our father’s death in October of 1984.

The Builders’ Show is fast approaching, and with the recent
interest in multicopters, we have included them along with
helicopters. So whether you have a multicopter, heli, ARF,
scale, sport, or racing plane, bring it to the show, and show
it off!
The Builders’ Show will be held Friday evening, April 10th,
at 7:00 pm, at the Osseo Community Center. All Grassfield
members can enter their models in the show, provided they
have not already been entered in a previous Builders’ Show.
Everyone who attends the show can vote for their favorite
model in each class. Entrants in the Builders’ Show are also
eligible to vote for The Pilots’ Choice. The winner of this
award will have his winning model featured on the 2016
Grassfield RC Membership Card.
This year, models may be entered in the following classes:
HELI/MULTICOPTER – Open to all helicopters and
multicopters of any size.
ARF – Open to ARF planes of any size, whether built per
plans or modified.
SCALE – Open to scale military or civilian planes.
SPORT – Open to sport-type planes that are not scale planes.
RACING – Open to Quickie 500, Quarter 40, or Electric
Formula One (EF1) racing planes.

THE CLIPPINGS is published by The Grassfield Radio Control
Club, Inc., and distributed to club members and interested parties.
Any material from this publication may be copied for personal
use or republished for any non-profit purpose by any AMA
member, if it is accompanied by the proper attribution which
includes The Grassfield Radio Control Club, Inc., as well as the
author’s name and title, if given; if the original author is from a
club other than The Grassfield Radio Control Club, also list the
name of the originating club or organization. Any other
reproduction, publication, or redistribution is prohibited.
The Grassfield Radio Control Club, Inc. reserves the right, in
sole discretion, to edit or reject any material submitted for
publication.
All other rights reserved. For editorial
submissions, advertising, and membership information, you
may contact Del Berryman by email at del31@charter.net or
by telephone, 612-799-6247.
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